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Here is why I am Writing this Blog—giving you
this Class
In 2002 I took two seminars called The Millionaire Summit from Mark Victor
Hansen, one of the originators of the Chicken Soup for the Soul series of books
and Robert Allen who wrote Nothing Down. The seminar was assisted by
Marshall Thurber, a man who assists people in getting their books off the ground,
as well as, helping them write them. This seminar was designed to bring people’s
ideas into money making business ventures.
I had an angel investor, Hal Engman, who was in his seventies at that time. He
had hopes of writing a book about how to be happy. I heard Mark Victor Hansen
announce at a seminar I was attending that they were planning to have a
seminar for millionaires.
“If anyone knows one please recommend him or her to us and we will contact
him.” he said.
I thought of Hal. So I gave them his name. Little did I know what would happen
as a result of that decision: This blog came from that decision.
I got a phone call from the organizer of the Millionaire Summit: “This is your lucky
day.” She told me. “Hal Engman will take the seminar but only if you can come
too. And we are discounting your seminar fee: You come for free.”
Amazing! What a break for me who had been struggling for years to get my book,
Unraveling Your Past to Get Into the Present©1998 out to the public. This was it.
I would be taking a $10,000.00 seminar for free. Wow! Hal paid the $10,000.00, a
fee that I personally brought to them; which if I had declined would have made
these men $10,000.00 poorer.
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I arrived the first day of the seminar—late. When I say late I mean 15 minutes
late. All the participants were listening to Mark Victor Hansen, who turned and
looked at me “What happened, was your plane late!” a very sarcastic remark
from an ego-personality: Arrogant. He knew I lived locally. Of course if I were a
millionairess I would not have been mistreated. The ego would not have dared to
insult me, as you will see I was during this seminar.
Since I am a former speech and theatre teacher I have been thoroughly trained
in public speaking. The experience of that, plus being a published authoress,
makes me a confident speaker. I had arrived when it was my turn to get up and
speak in front of a camera. The purpose: you are in an elevator with Bill Gates.
Pitch him your best to convince him that he should invest in your project.
“Mr. Gates, I am Paulette Renee Broqueville and I have written a book
called Unraveling Your Past to Get Into the Present. It is about getting rid of your
ego and being your true self: your soul. If people knew how to get rid of their egopersonalities, which are ruining marriages, businesses and families everywhere
they would be given the opportunity to live as themselves, their true selves: the
soul they were born to be. This would change the world: bringing peace to
families, communities and countries. Would you consider looking at my book and
discussing how it could be used to bring peace to people around the world?”

Later in discussing my book and the concept of getting rid of ego-personalities,
Mark Victor Hansen said, “I thought it was good to have a personality.”
It is good to have a personality but not an ego-personality, instead what you want
is the personality of the soul: your personal personality. The ego’s personalities
are copycats; each soul has a unique personality that cannot be copied.
During this first seminar we were each helped to find a slogan for our project.
Robert Allen helped me with mine, which can be found on top of my website:
“World leader in rescuing souls from the prison called ego-personalities.”
Of the many famous and wealthy people in the seminar there was one who owns
restaurants all over the U.S. In talking to him during the seminar I said,
“I don’t talk in my head. My mind is silent: listening.”
He looked at me with a blank stare and then packed up his books. He did not
respond to me so I got up and said the same thing to Mark Victor Hansen. He
looked at me with a blank look and then disgusted (arrogant) he turned away to
someone else.
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Both men exhibited the ego-personality: I only believe what I want to believe—
does not listen—refuses to face reality—biased.
I, myself, was still grappling with the ego-personality: everyone is so nice and no
one is capable of doing wrong. I did not see clearly, at that time, the disrespect I
was being shown.
We finished up this first seminar but before we disbanded I gave each one of the
seminar participants a ring binder copy of the manuscript of the revised edition of
Unraveling Your Past to Get Into the Present that I had copyrighted in 1998, it
had been selling on Amazon.com. I then copyrighted it again in 2002 for the
revised edition. We had signed a non-disclosure agreement with each other. I
needed help; so I asked people to help me get my book out to the public by
reading it and hopefully recommending it.
A few months later, in the fall of 2002 we came together for another Millionaire
Summit Seminar; I presented the printed and published revised edition of
Unraveling Your Past to Get Into the Present to each member of the group
including Mark Victor Hansen, Robert Allen and Marshall Thurber. (We are our
own publishing company, Broqueville Publishing, so I can publish a book very
fast.)
I was passing out the published book when to my surprise and to the surprise of
the entire seminar attendees, Marshall Thurber said angrily with a loud voice,
“There is nothing new in this book.” (sounds like anger and the ego-personality: I
am right and everyone else is wrong)
I retorted to the group, “Oh, yes there is, when you go to a psychologist he talks
to your ego. In this book I am talking to your very soul!”
I imagine the others in the group were wondering why these men were trying
very hard to stop my project by putting me and my book down, especially when
they were doing everything they could to promote other’s projects. People told
me that they made millions from the help they got in that seminar.
Mark Victor Hansen had said that he would let us promo our projects to his one
million e-mail list. I asked him to do this for me and he refused. I received no help
from this seminar only refusals and put-downs.
Mark Victor Hansen and Marshal Thurber know Eckhart Tolle. At that time they
frequently spoke of him and how wonderful his work was. Just months after this
seminar in 2003 Tolle came out with an all new book called, Stillness Speaks,
which had 7 of the ego-personalities mentioned in it as well as more similarities
to Unraveling Your Past to Get Into the Present including keeping your mind
silent; therefore I suspect the name of the book: Stillness Speaks. Then in 2005
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A New Earth was copyrighted and published; it contained 17 of the 21 egopersonalities as well as more similarities to Unraveling Your Past to Get into the
Present©1998, 2002.
In the fall of 2009, Eckhart Tolle was sent the comparisons: comparing
Unraveling Your Past to Get Into the Present ©1998, 2002 to his two books:
Stillness Speaks©2003 and A New Earth©2005. He had full awareness of the
comparisons prior to my posting them for you to read.
For those of you who wonder why I am writing this blog or shall we say class, I
realized that people had incomplete information on the ego; they needed more
help in knowing how to get rid of their ego-personalities; they needed more help
in understanding the ego-personalities; they needed a more complete list of egopersonalities.
I want to give you more information about what is ego and what is soul and to
clear up any misunderstanding you have about the ego and who you really are. I
want to teach you more about being you—the real you—your soul. I have done
the work so that I can give you the map of how to get free of the ego.

Reference #24 in the comparison table: A New Earth, chapter: The
Purpose of This Book, p. 5, 6 Can they…rise above identification with form that
keeps the ego in place and condemns them to imprisonment within their own
personality.
Reference #24 in your comparison table: Unraveling Your Past to Get Into
the Present, chapter: The Soul/Sole Personality versus the Ego-Personalities p.
24 The problem is that your soul is imprisoned and cries to be free.
Reference #30 in the comparison table: A New Earth, chapter: Ego: The
Current State of Humanity, p. 30 Most people are still completely identified
with…compulsive thinking…when told that there is a voice in their head that
never stops speaking.. p34 I didn’t realize yet that thinking…nor did I know
anything about the ego, let alone being able to detect it within myself.
Reference #30 in your comparison table: Unraveling Your Past to Get Into
the Present, chapter: The Soul/Sole Personality versus the Ego-Personalities p.
47 Who is talking in your head? The mind that is full of chatter is a mind that is
heavily laden with ego-personalities.
Reference #28 in the comparison table: A New Earth, chapter: The
Flowering of Human Consciousness, p. 22 What a liberation to realize that the
“voice in my head” is not who I am.
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Reference #28 in your comparison table: Unraveling Your Past to Get Into
the Present, chapter: The Soul/Sole Personality versus the Ego-Personalities p.
147 So what is talking in your head: ego-personalities. P.24 None of the egopersonalities are the real you.
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